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Towards an integrated approach to sports policy
Ahead of the upcoming discussions on a new European Union (EU) work plan for sport, an own-
initiative report to be presented to Parliament's first February plenary session takes stock of the
implementation of EU sports policy to date, and formulates recommendations on its future course.

Background: the European Union and sport
With the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty in December 2009, the EU acquired a specific competence for
sport, receiving a clear mandate to build up and implement an EU-coordinated sports policy supported by a
dedicated budget, and to develop cooperation with competent international bodies, most prominently the
Council of Europe, long active in the field (Article 165, Treaty on the Functioning of the EU – TFEU). The EU
role consists of supporting, coordinating and supplementing the actions of its Member States (Article 6 TFEU).
European cooperation in sport is guided by a three-year EU work plan, laying down the priorities for the EU
sport agenda and providing a framework for Member State and Commission action. Priority themes of the
2014-2017 EU work plan for sport include the integrity of sport (covering the fight against doping and match-
fixing, and the promotion of good governance); the economic dimension of sport (encompassing the
sustainable financing and the economic benefits of sport); and sport and society (including the promotion of
physical activity for health; volunteering; education and training in sport). Since 2014, the Erasmus+ Sport
chapter, with a budget of more than €265 million over seven years, has been supporting this policy agenda by
providing funding for relevant projects. The financial envelope available in 2017 amounts to €39.2 million.
The European Commission is preparing a report on the implementation of the current multiannual EU work
plan for sport. It will feed into discussions on the drafting of a new one (to run until 2020) which are scheduled
to take place under the Maltese Presidency of the Council of the EU (January to June 2017).

European Parliament report
The Culture and Education Committee's report on ‘An integrated approach to sport policy’ (rapporteur:
Hannu Takkula, ALDE, Finland) represents the most comprehensive position on this issue since the 2012 EP
resolution on the ‘European dimension in sport’. It has two main chapters, covering, first, sports integrity and
good governance; and, second, the role of sport in social inclusion, its social function, and access to sport.
The first chapter calls, among other things, for the development of a culture of transparency within sports
organisations; the establishment of match-fixing as a specific criminal offence in Member States; close
cooperation with the World Anti-Doping Agency, Unesco and the Council of Europe to better fight doping by
reinforcing the legal and political commitments of the World Anti-Doping Code; possible prohibition of third-

agents. The second chapter proposes concrete measures to support grassroots sport: it encourages Member
States to make licensed betting operators subject to mandatory and fair financial return to grassroots sport;
use their tax systems to support VAT exemption, tax breaks and other financial incentives in grassroots sport;
and devote more funds to open public sports grounds and playgrounds to enhance accessibility to sport.
As regards the future direction of EU sports policy, the report recommends that good governance features
among the priorities of the next EU work plan for sport, along with the promotion of physical activity, especially
for young people and vulnerable communities from socially deprived areas where physical participation is low.
It calls for more funds to be allocated to sport under Erasmus+, with a focus on grassroots sports and
education, and urges raising the programme’s visibility and accessibility to improve sport mainstreaming in
other funding schemes such as the European structural and investment funds and the Health programme.
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party ownership of players under EU law; the creation of transparency registers for the payment of sports
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